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THB UNIVERSITY OF NJ::{,.; 1-il:.XICO

February 16, 1972
To:

All ,1embers of the Faculty

Fr om:

John

Sub ject :

1

.

Durrie, Secretary

Meetings

be cause of yesterday's special meeting, there will be no meeting of
t he University Faculty on Tuesday, February 22. Eowever, I would
l ike to remind you of the meeting called by the Policy Committee and
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee for that date at 3 p. m. in
t he Kiva, the purpose of which, as announced in Professor Christman's
February 2 memorandum, is a faculty discussion of the proposed
g rievance and disciplinary procedures.
The next meeting of the University Faculty will be on Tuesday,
~1arch 14, at 3 p.m., and an agenda will be mailed to you in advance
of thatdate.
Jim/jed

••

I
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THE UNIVERSITY OF J.'JEW MEXICO
March 8, 1972
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

March Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
March 14, at 3:00 E..:..!!!· in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meetings of February 8 and 15.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Memorial Minute for Wilma Loy Shelton -- Professor D. O. Kelley.

3.

Election of a Vice Chairman of the Voting Faculty for 1972-73.

4.

Election of two members-at-large of the Policy Committee, one to
serve for a term of two years, 1972-74, the other to serve for
1972-73 as a replacement for Professor Schmidt.

5.

Proposed revision of sections 3, 14, and 16 of Academic Freedom
and Tenure Policy; addition of Appendix VII -- Professor Drummond.
(F~culty members~ requested to bring their February~ agendas
which contain the twelve pages describing this proposal.)

6.

Nominations for the awarding of honorary degrees at the May 21
Commencement Exercises -- Associate Dean Benedetti for the
Graduate Committee.

7.

Nominations to fill ten vacancies on the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee for 1972-73 as follows:
5 regular members for
two-year terms and 5 alternates for one-year terms. (See NOTE
below.)

8.

Election of ~aculty representatives to the University Community
Forum.
(Slate to be presented by the Policy Committee at the
meeting.)

9.

Report concerning questions relative to Athletic Council Report -Professor Martinez.
JND/jeC,
Enclosures

~ : The Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy has the following to
say about nominations:
"Nominations shall be made from the floor at
the regular meeting preceding the election meeting. Additional names
~ay be placed in nomination by written petition signed by five memers of the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty Secretary at
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least ten days before the scheduled election meeting (presumably on
April 11). The agenda for the election meeting shall contain the
names and departments of all nominees . . • . (Nominees) shall be
members of the Voting Faculty with tenure (or whose tenure decision
date has passed without adverse notification) • . . • For the purpose
of this section, members of the Voting Faculty shall include neither
departmental chairmen nor others designated as ex-officio members of
the Voting Faculty in Art. I, Sec. l(b) of the Faculty Constitution.
Not more than one member of any department shall serve as a regular
member or an alternate on the Committee at the same time • . . . No
regular Committee member shall serve more than two consecutive twoyear terms (Professors Cottrell and Drummond are ineligible for
election under this provision) • • . Regular Committee members and
alternates should be elected because of their known independence and
objectivity and because they can be expected to exercise an informed
judgment concerning the teaching and research qualifications of other
faculty members.")
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 14, 1972

I ,

t,

I:

(Summa~ized Minutes)
The March 14, 1972, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Heady at 3:07 p.m., in the Kiva, with a quorum
present.
Upon formal motion, the Faculty approved the summarized minutes of
the roeetings of February 8 and 15.
Professor Kelley read a memorial minute for Miss Wilma Loy Shelton,
University Librarian Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of Library
Science. The Faculty adopted this minute by a rising vote and
directed that copies be sent by the Secretary to Miss Shelton's
brother and sister.

By motion of Professor Christman, the Faculty voted to admit to the
meeting Mr. Leroy Bearman, sports editor of the Albuquerque Journal.
Professor Schmidt, for the Policy Committee, recommended that
Professors Paak and Schroeder be named to the Retirement and Insurance
Committee as replacements for Professors McNamara and Mortimer.
This recommendation was approved.
Professor Regener was re-elected Vice Chairman of the Faculty for
1972-73.
Professor Davis was elected member-at-large of the Policy Committee
for the 1972-74 term, and , Professor Cordova was elected member-atlarge on the Committee to replace Professor Schmidt for the 1972-73
academic year.
Professor Drummond, chairman of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, proposed several revisions in the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Policy, these being considered and voted upon separately.
(The
references in these minutes will be to the materials distributed with
the agenda for the February 8 meetingo)
Section 3(b) was approved as proposed.
Section 3(g) was discussed at some length, with the following
revision of the last paragraph being offered as an amendment by
Professor €ohen:
No departmental recommendation with regard to
tenure will be reversed by the chairman, dean, vice-president, or
President until the tenured members of the department have been consulted and have been given a written statement of the reasons for a
contemplated reversal of a departmental decision. A majority of the
tenured members of a department may appeal a reversal of a departmental decision by the chairman to the dean, by the dean to the vice
President for academic affairs, and the the vice president for
academic affairs to the president. Except in those cases where there
has been an allegation of a violation of academic freedom and until
and unless the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee rules that the
candidate has made a prima-facie case to support an allegation, the
11
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decision of the president shall be final and binding.'' Several
changes in this revision were suggested and discussed, and ultimately
the Faculty approved a motion by Professor Howarth to refer all of
Section 3(g) back to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee with a
request that the Committee incorporate in a revised version the
essence of Professor Cohen's proposed amendment. Additionally,
Professor Prouse asked the Committee in its re-study of (g) to give
particular attention to any problems involved in the statement about
a formal vote of tenured faculty. Professor Tomasson also asked the
Committee to reconsider the advisability of returning to an annual
evaluation of a faculty member's progress toward tenure.
The revisions in Sections 14 and 16 were approved as proposed,
as was the addition of a new Appendix Vt!.
Upon the recommendation of Acting Dean Benedetti, for the Graduate
Committee, the Faculty approved the following nominations for the
awarding of honorary degrees at the May 21 Commencement Exercises:
Shirley Mount Hufstedler, Doctor of Laws: France V. Scholes, Doctor
of Humane Letters; and Ignacio Tinoco, Jr., Doctor of Science. Dean
Benedetti urged that the names be held in strict confidence, since
the nominees have not yet been invited by the President.
The following persons were nominated to fill ten vacancies on the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee for 1972~73: Professors
Caplan, Caton, Gafford, Gonzales, Green, Hamilton, Harris, Hicks,
Hoyt, Ivins, Ju, Karni, King, Koenig, Locke, Loughlin, Martinez,
Roebuck, Tuttle, and walker. It was noted by Mr. Durrie that the
election meeting would be on April 11.
Professor Christman, for the Policy committee, recommended the names
of the following seventeen faculty candidates for membership on the
University Community Forum and moved their election to a term of
office beginning with the inaugural meeting and extending to the end
of the 1972-73 academic year: Professors H.G. Alexander, G.Z.
Antreasian, A.C. Atencio, E.M. Bear, E.H. Brow, D.F. Calvert, R.D.
Campbell, K. Christman, M.M. Cottrell, L.K. Estes, R.J. Griego,
S.H. Gurbaxani, M.B. Harris, J.L. Howarth, J.M. Jones, H.B. Muir,
and P. Prouse. The slate of members was duly elected by the Faculty.
Professor Martinez, as requested by the Faculty, reported on several
questions raised at the meeting at which the Athletic Council's
annual report was presented. The report was then accepted by the
Faculty.
Upon recommendation by Professor Cohen, chairman of the ISRAD
Executive committee, the Faculty voted to amend the ISRAD Charter
by adding to the membership of the Committee a representative
appointed by the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico.
An earlier motion to refer the question to the Research Policy Committee for consideration was defeated. A motion by Professor
Christman to change the number of faculty members on the Executive
Committee from five to six was also defeated.
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Professor Darling proposed the following paragraph to be added as a
temporary measure to the revised Employment Policy approved by the
Faculty on February 8:
"Due to the difficulty UNM is currently
having in recruitment of Black, Chicano, Indian, and women faculty,
UNM graduates who are members of any of these previously-named groups
are exempt from the employment restrictions stated in the two immediate~y preceding paragraphs." After disc~ssion, a motion to table
the matter until the next meeting was approved.
The meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 14, 1972
The March 14, 1972, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Heady at 3:07 porn., with
a quorum ,present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
Meeting will please come to order.
The first item on the agenda is approval of the summarized
minutes of the meetings of February nine and -- February
eighth and fifteenth. These were distributed with the call
to the meeting.

Approval of
Minutes

Is there a motion to approve the minutes or to
modify them?
Professor Clements.
PROFESSOR CLEMENTS
If it isn't too late to offer
Suggested
an amendment, I would like to offer an amendment on page
M~dificatwo, under items two and three of the academic freedom and
tion of
tenure employment policy, B: "Establish himself professionally Emp!oyelsewhere in his teaching ~£ield."
Po~!~Y
I would like to offer an insertion there, that
"elsewhere by a minimum of three years full-time employment."
It is so indefinite, how does one establish himself? Is
there a time or is there an employment?
HEADY
It seems to me that this is not a correction
in the minutes of what happened at that meeting, so I think
if you reconsider the substance of what should be in the
statement, that that's going to have to come up as new
business later in the meeting, if the Faculty wishes to take
it up.
Is there any other changes suggested to the minutes?
Is there a motion to approve the minutes as distributed?
PROFESSOR COTTRELL

So moved.

HEADY
So moved and seconded. Those in favor say
"aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried. The minutes
are approvedo
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I now would like to recognize Professor David O. Kelley
to read a memorial minute for Wilma Shelton.
PROFESSOR KELLEY
Wilma Loy Shelton was· born in
Champaign County, Illinois, and earned the A.B. and
Bachelor of Library Science d:,rees at the University of
Illinoiso While serving as a departmental librarian at
the University of Illinois in 1920 she was invited by the
University of New Mexico President, Doctor David Spence
Hill, to become librarian at U;li.Mo During the twenty-five
y~s she served as librarian, the collections grew from
t.tenty thousand to about one hundred thousand volumes. The
budget grew from less than five thousand dollars to over
sixty thousand dollarso
In 1920 the library was housed in one room in Hodgin
Hall, one of the rooms now occupied by the Department of
Geographyo Miss Shelton and others began soon after that
to plan a separate library building, and in 1926 the
collections were moved to the building which is the present
Art Buildingo In this building seats were provided for
one-half of the student body, but the enrollmentbegan to
grow rapidly soon afterward and plans were started for a
new library building. Miss Shelton, working with
President James Zimmerman, Architect John Gaw Meem and
others, planned and supervised construction in 1937-'38 of
the beautiful, modified pueblo-style building now called
the Zimmerman Libraryo
While serving as librarian, Miss Shelton performed
many additional services for the University. She was
Proctor of the Women's Residence Hall (old Hokona Hall),
faculty sponsor for Alpha Cni Omega, secretary and president
of Phi Kappa Phi, faculty advisor of Mortar Board, and spent
four years as "temporary" Dean of Women.
Miss Shelton also served her city and state in many
ways. In her first years in Albuquerque she organized
twenty small traveling library collections and helped to
carry them by car to nearby villages. With three others
she organized the New Mexico Library Associationo During
one of her two terms as president of the Association, she
helped to prepare the act which established the New Mexico
State Library Conunissiono She was a member of the Tuesday
Literary Club for forty years. She was a member of the
Family Consultation Service Board for several years, and
was a deacon in the First Presbyterian Church. She was a

Memori a l
Minute f o r
Wilma Lo y
Shelton
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charter member of the Albuquerque branch of the American
Association of University Women and was active for over
forty years. She compiled a checklist of New Mexico
newspapers and a checklist of New Mexico publications,
1850-1953, and contributed articles to library publications

0

In 1945 she resigned as University Librarian but
continued until her retirement in 1950 as Professor of
Library Science. She and Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson, long-time
chairman of the Department of Home Economics, were the first
women to hold the rank of Professor at U.N.M.
Shortly after her retirement in 1950 she was asked
to become chairman of the Albuquerque Committee for the
Entertainment of Foreign Guests. In this role she served
notably as Albuquerque's hostess. Using her own car and
much of her own money she met visitors at the airport and
the train station, prepared their schedules, took them to
their hotels, to dinners, and around the area to meet
people and see things of interest and value to themo She
made friends from areas throughout the world, many of whom
continued to write to her during her last years .
Wilma Loy Shelton spent her last years in Terre Haute,
Indiana, near her brother and sister. She passed away on
February 16, 1972, and was interred in Champaign, Illinois.
Her many friends in New Mexico will long remember her for
her devoted and brilliant service to the University, and
for her many valuable contributions to Albuquerque and
New Mexico.
Mr. President, I move the adoption of this memorial
minute.
HEADY

A second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
vote, please.

May I ask that we adopt this motion by a rising

(The body stood in a rising voteo)
HEADY

Thank you.

I believe Professor Christman has a motion to make
concerning attendance by a member of the press .

,..
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PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN
I move that we invite Mr . Leroy
Bearman from the Albuquerque Journal to attend the Faculty
meeting.
HEADY

Reporter
Admitted

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Is there any discussion? Those in favor,
please say "aye"; opposed "no." The motion is carried.
I don't think Mr. Bearman is here yet, but if he
should arrive at the door, Jess, you inform him that he
is authorized to come in.
Yes, Professor Schmidto I believe you have a couple
of replacements on standing connnittees. If there's no
objection, I would like to ask for those to be inserted in
the agenda at this time.

Replacements on
Standing
Committees

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
The subcommittee for committees
from the Policy Committee reconnnends the following changes
on the Retirement and Insurance Committee: Carl Paak from
Art and Florence Schroeder from Home Economics to replace
Professor McNamara and Professor Mortimer.
I move the recommendation.
HEADY

Is there a second?

(Secondedo)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded. Are you ready
to vote on the motion? Those in favor, please say "aye";
opposed, "no." Motion is carriedo
Now, we have the election of a vice chairman of the
voting faculty for 1972 and '73, and I will ask the
secretary to explain the duties for the office.
(

MR. DORRIE
The vice chairman presides at meetings
in the absence of the president and the academic vice president or when the presiding officer wishes to speak from the
floor. The present incumbent is Professor Regenero
Nominations are now in order, and voting will be by ballot
if there is more than one nomineeo
HEADY

Is there a nomination for this post, vice

Election of
Vice
Chairman
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chairman of the voting faculty?
PROFESSOR COTTRELL
Regener.

I nominate Professor

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Baughman.

Are there any further nominations?

PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN
HEADY

Professor

I move the nominations close.

You like to add to that?

BAUGHMAN
And that Mro Regener be declared elected
by acclamation, I believe.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
Moved and seconded. Any discussion? Those
in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." Motion is carried.
Professor Regener, I want to congratulate you on your
reelection.
PROFESSOR REGENER
I want to thank the assembly for
being so pleased with my services.
HEADY
I have one expression of regret I would like
to make and that is if you ever do merit by your services
the trust of the assembly, unfortunately I will not be here
to observe you in action and I very much regret that.
Next is election of two members at large of the Policy
Committee. I will let the secretary explain terms and
qualifications and method of election.
DURRIE
This election is occasioned by the expiration of the two-year term of Professor Aragon and by the
fact that Professor Schmidt will be on leave next year, so
we have to elect one person for a term of two years, 1972
to 1974, and the other to serve for the academic year 1972173.
The constitution defines the committee as follows:

Election
of Membersat Large to
Policy
Committee
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The Policy Committee is empowered one, to define duties,
nominate members, and designate chairmen for the standing
committees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation with the president of the University and confirmation
by the Voting Faculty; two, to schedule reports from any
of these committees at designated meetings of the University
Faculty; three, to consider matters of educational policy
in general whenever such matters are not appropriate to any
special committee; four, to consult with the administration
in the development of the budget, with special attention
to the policy questions of the distribution of resources;
five, to make reports and recommendations direct to the
University Faculty for action by that body; and six, to
express to the Regents and others Faculty points of view
when authorized to do so by the Voting Faculty. By petition
of members of the Faculty, singly or in groups, the Policy
Committee shall serve to represent such members before
the Regents in any matter believed worthy by that Committeeo
The Policy Committee is elected as follows: One
member elected by each of the College Faculties; one member
elected by the Graduate Committee; and three members-atlarge elected by the Voting Faculty, of whom no more than
two shall be from any one college. Since the carryover
member-at-large for next year is from the College of Arts
and Sciences, this means that no more than one of the
members-at-large to be elected today may be from that
college. Deans -- and this includes assistant and
associate deans -- and ex-officio members of the Faculty as
defined in Article One, Section One a and bare not eligible
to serve on this Committee.
The constitution states that after completing two
successive two-year terms on the Policy Committee, a member
may not serve again until two years have elapsed. Under
this ruling only Professors Antreasian, Kolbert, and
Napolitano are ineligible for this election,as are, of
course, the present members of the Committee whose terms
continue through next year.
Listed on the blackboard is the membership of the
Policy Committee as presently established for 1972-'73,
including the following whose election or reelection by
their colleges has recently been accounted: Engineering,
Professor Shlomo Kami; Law, Professor Kanowitz; and
Medicine, Professor Anderson. If there are more than two
nominees for member-at-large, voting is to be by preferential
ballot. Nominations are now in order.
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Professor Aragono

PROFESSOR ARAGON
I would like to nominate Doctor
Ignacio Cordova from the Education Administration, to a
two-year term. Doctor Cordova is a young faculty member
and a great intellectual aggressiveness and I think he would
serve this body with much more distinction than the man
that he is replacing.
HEADY
Ordinarily we don't like connnents on members
of the Facultyo
Professor Ignacio Cordova has been nominated, Educational Administration.
We are taking nominations for the two-year term now,
is that right?
DURRIE
I thought, Mr. Chairman, we might take them
for both slots with just one ballot and the one with the
greatest number of votes would have the two-year term and
the next one would have the one-year term.
HEADY
I think we should be clear about what we
are doing and Professor Schmidt -SCHMIDT

I wanted to make a nomination.

HEADY
Before we continue with nominations, I would
like to ask whether there is agreement with this method of
procedure.
DURRIE
This is similar to what is done in the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Conmittee. Nominations -the ones with the greatest number of votes are the regular
members and those with fewer are the alternates, but we
will certainly be willing to do it any way you would like ••
HEADY
With that understanding, if there's no
objection we will continue with nominations. Professor
Schmidt.
SCHMIDT
I would like to nominate Professor Davis,
Paul Davis from English.
HEADY
Professor Paul Davis, Department of English,
has been nominatedo
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BAUGHMAN
I would like to nominate Professor
Frank Ikle, Department of History.
HEADY

Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
I would like to nominate Professor
Cottrell from Engineeringo
HEADY
Professor Cottrell, Civil Engineering, has
been nominated.
Professor Papcsy.
PROFESSOR PAPCSY

I move the nominations ceaseo

HEADY
I think I would prefer to just -- to say if
there are any more nominations, and if there are none, we
will assume there won't be any more. At least, I think we
ought to make sure that if there's anyone who wants to make
a nomination, he has opportunity to do so.
Are there any further nominations?

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH· I would like to nominate
Professor Joel Jones, American Studies.
HEADY
Professor Joel Jones, American Studies, has
been nominated.
PROFESSOR JONES
Is it possible to refuse
nominations? I think there are a variety of circumstances,
plus the fact that I see my name is on the University
Community Forum, and I assume that should be a fairly busy -HEADY
I think there is precedent for someone
nominated · to prefer that he would not prefer to serve, or
there's circumstances that make it difficult.
JONES
I appreciate the nomination, but I think it
would be better if my name were taken off.
HCMARTH

HEADY
nomination.

I withdraw the nominationo
All right, Professor Howarth withdraws the

Professor Regener.
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REGENER

Nominate Professor Charles Woodhouse.

HEADY
Professor Charles Woodhouse, Sociology, has
been nominated.
Professor Woodhouse.

t

PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE
Mr. President, I expect to be
on leave during the fall semester next year. Would that
have a bearing on this? I appreciate the nomination, but
I thought I better let you know .
HEADY
I think it's relevant informationo
have to ask Professor Regener.

REGENER

I think it

I will

would be withdrawn, in that

case.
HEADY

All right, that nomination is withdrawno

Professor Ikle.
I hesitate to recognize anybody
else that has been nominated.
PROFESSOR IKLE
I expect to be on sabbatical the
second semester and I will not be here, and I ask Professor
Baughman to withdrawo
t

HEADY

Who nominated you, Professor Baughman?

BAUGHMAN
Mro Chairman, I think in the past we
have nominated and elected people who were going to be on
leave for one semester only, and I would appeal Mro Regener's
recommendation.
REGENER
Well, if possible, I would make a nomination
for Ikle and Woodhouse, Mr. Ikle to serve for the first
semester and Mr. Woodhouse to serve the second.
HEADY Well, at this point, I will consider that
Professor Ikle's name is still on the list of nominees,
not having been withdrawn by his nominator.

REGENER

In that case, I will withdraw my withdrawalo

HEADY All right, that was for Professor Woodhouseo
Professor Woodhouse is back, too.
Professor Harris.

(
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PROFESSOR HARRIS
HEADY

t

Professor Davis.

PROFESSOR DAVIS
Education.
HEADY

j

t

I nominate Frank Papcsy.

Are there other nominations?

If not, let's be sure that we have got everyone
there who's been nominated.
PROFESSOR ADAMS
down twice.

t

I nominate Mary Harris.

Professor Mary ·Harris, College of Education.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Professor Hirshfield, Secondary

Professor Estes.

PROFESSOR ESTES
HEADY

Professor Janet Roebuck of History.

John, you have Mr. Cottrell's name

DURRIE
You are right. I put it in alphabetical
order and forgot to take out the second one.
HEADY

We have

DURRIE

Should I explain how the ballots --

HEADY

We have eight nominees, is that right?

DURRIE
Right. Let me put them down in order here,
because that's the way we need it on your ballot.
HEADY
Could I interrupt you a minute, because I
have nine names down here and I want to -- do you have
Woodhouse?
DURRIE
•

HEADY

I have nine.
Oh, I beg your pardono

All righto

DURRIE
Has everyone got a ballot, by the way? They
were at either door. Just little slip of paper, and if you
would take one of them off, it was for an election where
we didn't need a ballot. The names should be put on your
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ballot in the alphabetical order which is over to the right
I will read the names: Cordova, Cottrell

0

HEADY
John, before you go on, every name should go
on every ballot.
DURRIE
Every name has to go on every ballot
and your preference has to be shown by a number following
each name. Don't just put it on the two that you want to
elect, but on every name from one through nine, in order -for your vote to be valid, this has to be done.
Now, the nine names are: Cordova, Cottrell, Davis,
Harris, Hirshfield, Ikle, Papcsy, Roebuck, and Woodhouse.
HEADY
Is there anyone whose eyesight is inadequate
let's go down the list again, slowly.
j

DURRIE
Cordova; Cottrell; Davis; Harris; Hirshfield;
Ikle; Papcsy; Roebuck; and Woodhouseo When you are through
voting, will you please pass them down to either end of the
aisles and we will collect them.
HEADY
Please be sure to vote for each of the nine,
one through nineo
Item five, proposed revision of sections three,
fourteen, and sixteen of Academic Freedom and Tenure
Policy; addition of Appendix Seven.
PROFESSOR DARLING
May I r tse
question at this
time. I would like to fix my memory and everyone else's,
because as I recall this item was on the agenda for two
meetings ago, and the item that preceded this had to do
with the employment policy related to employment of
faculty members who had degrees from this institution.
We closed the meeting before we got to this item,
two meetings ago, and then another meeting was scheduled
and at that time I thought we were going to deal with this
item again, but due to the need to do some other pressing
business, this was moved to the last item on the previous
meeting and I had another paragraph that I wanted to add
to the previous statement that preceded this statement
here on the agenda two times ago.
I would like to know whether or not it's possible

Proposed
Revision of
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure Policy
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to talk about that now or whether I should wait and do it
after this discussion is over witho It relates to the
previous item.
n

HEADY
To the proposed revision of employment
policy which was item seven on the agenda for the February~
~ meeting, followed by -DARLING
That's right.
paragraph to add on to that.

<

It was a proposed third

HEADY Well, I think we can do either one of two
things: we can leave the agenda as it was distributed, in
the order as set forth on the agenda, which means that this
would need to be brought up later as I indicated to
Professor Clements; or you could make a motion, if you want,
for action by the body as to whether we change the order
of the agenda.
If you want to make a motion to insert that, and
at this point in the agenda, I believe that would be in
order and we could decide whether to adopt that.

j

DARLING
I think I would prefer to wait and do it
perhaps as a tenth item, and continue.
HEADY
All right. We will then proceed with item
five on the agenda as distributed.
You want to come down here, Professor Drunnnond?
This document was distributed originally with the call for
meeting for February two. You were asked to bring this
with you, but if any of you do not have it, there are
some extra copies. Anyone need a copy?
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
It was dated February two, but
it was for the meeting of February eight. I think this is
page eleven, or thereabouts -- I have numbered it eleven
it starts: The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
recommends the rev.is ion of~Sections Three and Fourteen
of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy, pages thirtyfour to thirty-nine in the Faculty Handbook.
I really don't know, Mr. President, the best way to
present this, or deal with ito It's rather long and rather
involved and it's ~ather technical. There are no changes
in the preamble~ the paren' a tsection of section three,
1

1
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We are proposing, however, some changes in section b.
Now, the changes which we are proposing read -well, would make it read as follows:
"By written agreement in unusual circumstances,
with the consent of a majority of the tenured
members of the department, the probationary period
may be reduced below the maximum periods given in
three a. Rarely, however" -- and this is an
insert -- "Rarely, however, is a shortened period
advantageous for the new faculty member, and
therefore exceptions to the above periods are
unconnnon. Normally, the minimum period shall not
be less than two years." It presently says "less
than one year." "In exceptional cases and with
the consent of a majority of the tenured members
of the department (or nondepartmentalized
college), the dean, and the vice president for
academic affairs, tenure may be granted i.mmediatelyo
In any case where immediate tenure is contemplated,
the vice president for academic affairs will
consult with the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Connnittee before a final connnitment is made."
COTTRELL
May I suggest for consideration that we
take these section by section, because if we start -- if
we wait to debate the entire policy change at one time, I
think there may be several ideas floating around
simultaneously, so I would like to suggest that we debate
revision b, the part you just read.
SCHMIDT
COTTRELL
DRUMMOND

II

I'

How about a?
1
'

A11 hasn't been changed •
No changeo

HEADY
Well, the chair is willing to entertain
motions in whatever form and covering whatever part of
this Mr. Drunnnon9, on behalf of the connnittee, wants to
make.
DRUMMOND
I move the adoption of the changes
reconmend.ed for paragraph b of section three of the
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Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

t

COTTRELL

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the changes
reconunended in paragraph -- section three b be adopted.
DRUMMOND
May I make one statement, particularly
about the changes we are making here and why we are proposing them, and particularly I would like to connnenf on
the last paragraph of it -- the last phrase of this
paragraph.
We have discovered, as a connnittee, that a one-year
tenure term -- one-year probationary period for tenure
is just -- doesn't make any sense at all. By the time the
person's here, you have to make a decision by December, he
hasn't had any chance at all to prove himself. Therefore,
we think that if there is a shortened term, it ought to be
innnediate tenure or at least a two-year term.
Now, frankly, the committee feels rather strongly
that shortened probationary periods are not desirable,
particularly for young faculty members.
Now, for someone who is coming with tenure from
another institution and already proved himself, that's
a different situation, but frequently, recently we have
been asked to enter cases where shortened periods of
tenure have created real difficulties-~ -or shortened
probationary periods have created real difficulties for
the young faculty member.

•

There have been exceptions made in the past that
we have looked at, as a committee, and I would indicate
that the present policy of the committee in terms of consultation with the academic -- with the vice president for
academic affairs, is a rather gentlemen's agreement at
this point in time, that providing all of the prior steps
have been taken, including the consent of a majority of
the tenured members of the department, our committee will
assume that consultation has taken place, but we still
believe that it's well to have this kind of language in
case we should get to the situation where -- where the
departments are not being followed, in which case we
would enter and say, "Okay, from now on we want the active
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consultation rather than the passive and understood
consultation."
Be glad to answer any questions.
HEADY

Any discussion on the motion?

PROFESSOR TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President, I would like
to know that I did -- I would like somebody to know that I
did discuss this point with the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee and I think it's quite a sound one, that when
tenure is granted immediately, this is a crucial step
and that I did agree that we would be willing to consult
with the Committee but as Mr. Drummond said, as long as
we carry out the rest of the provisions of this paragraph,
the present operation that consultation is not necessarily
in advance, I do support this wording. I think it's sound.
HEADY

Any further discussion?

Ready to vote?

Those in favor of the motion, please say "ay~";
opposed "no." The motion is carried.
DRUMMOND
There are no changes that we are proposing in sections c, d, e, and f. In paragraphs c, d,
e, and f, in section three, but we do have some changes
in paragraph g.
We want it to read: "During his probationary period
the nontenured faculty member should have available
to him the advice and assistance of his senior
colleagueso Each year the department chairman
is expected to discuss with each probationary
faculty member his progress toward tenure at UNM.
"Midway through a probat,ionary period of
four years" -- and that is an insert -- "of four
years or longer" -- that whole first bit was an
insert, but four years or longers is not there
now -- "the chairman must review the faculty
member's progress toward permanent tenure following criteria and procedures similar to those
contained in the Policy on Appointment and
Promotion and in consultation with at least the
tenured members of the department. At this time
the faculty member should be given an opportunity
to submit material which he believes will be
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helpful to an adequate consideration of his progress.
Other sources of information that should be utilized
are listed on pages fifty-three and fifty-four of
this Faculty Handbook. After the review the chairman
shall discuss with the faculty member his progress
toward tenure and shall provide the member with a
written summary of the review of his progress. A
copy of the sunnnary shall be placed in the departmental files along with a statement from the faculty
member if he desires to make one."
Mr. President, I don't know whether it's wise for me
to go ahead and read all this or not. I don't know any
other way to present it, but how do you people feel?
BAUGHMAN

How much of this is new; that's the question.

DRUMMOND
A good deal of it. I could tell you.
have gone through and I have it underlined in my copy.

I

Let me tell you what -- what about that is new.
We have in the current Handbook that progress ·
toward permanent tenure shall be reviewed annually by the
department chairman and the department chairman, particularly
in large departments, say that reviewing tenure annually
is just almost an impossible task for them if they involve
the tenured members of the department in the review.
Therefore, we have put in this review that advice
and assistance and some discussion with the chairmen
annually, but a review of any term four years or longer
at the midpoint.
So that after two years here, there will be a
mandatory review.
Now, for a two-year term, a decision has to be made,
you see? At midway point in the first year, if you are on
a two-year termo So -- and on a three-year term, it's
almost that soon. So we are saying for four years or
longer, there will be a mandatory review by the department
halfway through.
The other part of this that is new is a result of
some changes which have been developed by a national
A.A.U.P. which began back over on -- that's listed in here

t
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as appendix seven, which is one of the things we also wish
to attach to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Handbook in
which some new standards on review and involvement of the
staff member in the review have been stated by national
A.A.U.P. ·and we literally, the rest of this, all of the
changes which are being proposed here are a result of the
changed suggested by national A.A.U.P.
Marion, do you want to say anything about any more?
Were you there when this was adopted, the national stuff?
COTTRELL
Not at this memento What you have read
and what you have read today, that is correct.
Now, this next long paragraph on procedural
questions, incorporates some ideas from A.A.U.P., but that's
basically an in-house operation in which we -- the conunittee
feels there should be the faculty member who may want to
appeal a negative decision on tenure, knows what his time
limitations are and knows where the step-by-step progress
reconnnendation is making and he has an opportunity for a
hearing at each level. That is not directly from the
AoA.U.P. policy, but more of our local procedural questions
that we have.

DRUMMOND

Do you feel that should be read?

COTTRELL Well, it's not in our present policy,
Harold, if people all have their copies have read them,
it's okay. But I really fee1 that . the Faculty should know
what they are voting on in that big long paragrapho
DRUMMOND

Mr. Heady thinks you should know, too.

Here's what it says: ''At any point during the
probationary period a chairman may reconnnend that
a probationary faculty member not be continued in
serviceo If, after consulting at least the
tenured members of the department, and usually the
other sources of information listed on pages fiftythree and fifty-four of this Faculty Handbook, a
chairman decides to recommend to the dean that a
faculty member in probationary status not be
continued in service, he shall notify the faculty
member in writingo If requested by the faculty
member, the chairman shall indicate in writing the
reasons for the decision."
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Now that, we don't have in our current policy.
"The faculty member should also be informed
that he has ten days in which to request a reconsideration before the chairman sends his recommendation to the dean."
That, we don't have.
"If no such request is made, or if the chairman, after reconsideration, still decides to
forward his negative recommendation to the dean,
he shall do so in writing, enclosing all materials
important to the decision, including the formal vote
of the tenured faculty; he shall also provide a
copy of these documents to the faculty member."
That, we don't have in the current policyo
"Simultaneously, he shall notify the faculty
member in writing that the negative recommendation
concerning tenure has been sent to the dean. This
letter shall also indicate that the faculty member
has ten days in which to appeal to the dean before
t!Elatter acts on the chairman's recommendation.
If no appeal is made to the dean, or if, despite
an appeal, the dean concurs in the departmental
recommendation, he shall forward his negative
recommendation in writing to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, enclosing all materials
important to the decision and providing a copy of
new documents, if any, to the faculty member.
Simultaneously, the dean shall notify the faculty
member in writing that the negative reconnnendation
has been forwarded. This letter shall also indicate
that an appeal may be made within ten days to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. If no appeal
is made to the Vice President for Academic Affairs,
or if, despite an appeal, he concurs in the chairman's and dean's recommendations, he sahll send the
faculty member final notification regarding nonrenewal
of contract, such notification being within the
limits set forth in section four of this policy."
And then the next statement; the rest of the paragraph
is new.
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" I f either the dean or the Vice President for
Academic Aff airs decides to reverse an earlier
positive recommendation -- that is, from chairman
or dean -- the faculty member shall have an opportunity to appeal such a negative decision to the
president before final notification is madeo If,
after receiving final notification, the faculty
member wishes to appeal the decision because he
regards the stated reasons in violation of his
academic freedom or because he thinks that the
primary reasons for the notice were not stated and
constitute a violation of his academic freedom, he
may proceed as outlined in section fourteen of
this policy. He may wish to petition in accordance
with section fourteen to request the Committee to
consider a complaint that the decision resulted
from inadequate consideration of his qualifications
and was therefore unfair to him."
And all of the next paragraph, also, is new.
"Should a departmental recommendation with
regard to tenure be reversed by the chairman, the
dean, the vice president, or the president, the
faculty members of the department concerned,
individually or collectively, shall have the
right to request a meeting of at least the tenured
members of that department at which the reasons
for the reversal of the recommendation shall be
explained by the appropriate administrative
officialo Allegations of inadequate considerations
as described in tlE Statement on Procedural
Standards in the Renewal or Nonrenewal of Faculty
Appointments (see appendix seven) may be taken to
the Connnittee on Academic Freedom and Tenure for
hearing."
Mr. Chairman -- Mr. President, I move that these
suggested changes to paragraph g of section three be approved.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

COTTRELL
HEADY

Seconded.

Moved and seconded.

Mr. Durrie.

Discussion?

•
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DURRIE
Harold, does the last paragraph of the
present statement in the Handbook, in g, is that replaced
or does that stay in? It's about something that is not
included in your -- "Except in very rare cases the granting
of tenure implies the possibility of promotion," and so ono
Seems to me that's notf'anywhere in what you have
said.
DRUMMOND

It's not anywhere in there.

COTTRELL
I don't think we meant to replace it. I
think it's editorially -- we forgot to indicate that last
paragrapho The last paragraph in the Handbook.
DURRIE

That does remain?

COTTRELL

Except in rare cases.

DRUMMOND

It should remaino

DURRIE
DRUMMOND

I think it should remaino
In the typing, somehow it has become lost.

HEADY
It's understood then that the proposed
language that appears here does not inciu9e the last
paragraphing as it now stands in the Handbook, and if
the motion passes, that paragraph will stay as it is.
Professor Cohen.
PROFESSOR COHEN
I think that certain sections of
the last proposed amendment are ill-advisedo There are
flaws in the present procedure. I believe this overcompensates,
goes much too far in opposite direction and I think there
are flaws on technical grounds and also flaws on the
grounds of equity in the motion as ma~e. · .
I have no quarrel with the first two paragraphs of
section three gin the proposed amendment. My quarrel,
rather, is with the last two Jeng;hy_paragraphs that were
read in totoo
I think the technical flaw comes from apparently
popular feeling that somehow justice is better served with
the elongation of the process. I think that's highly
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I think we have seen, in at least another area, that
this does not work that way, does not necessarily work that
way. Beyond this, however, I think there is a question of
equity for the department that is ill-served as we have
seen these changes proposed by the -- by the proposed
changes.
As the procedure would work, an individual denied
tenure has something like five additional shots at tenure,
any step of which is final and binding and leaves the
department with no further avenue of appealo
In fact, the department doesn't even get an explanation until it asks for it;where you have built in rather
elaborate protections for the individual by way of hearing,
notification, explanation, documentation, there is no
parallel protection built in for the department that has
made the original decision.
It's rather a strange appellate procedure that has
only one track. The two parties of dispute are not equally
privileged to use that procedure up to the point of finality.
While I personally disagree with specifying four
or five or six steps -- I don't know how many -- as
unnecessarily long, I will accept it, but it seems to me
that we have to parallel that with an appellate opportunity
for a department whose decisions are in danger of being
reversedo
To this end, I would like to propose an amendment.
The amendment would replace the paragraph at the bottom of
page two, as read, starting with the words: Should a
departmental recommendation with regard to tenure be
reversed by the chairman," and so ono
My amendment is to replace that paragraph in its
entirety with the following: No departmental recommendation
with regard to tenure will be reversed by the chairman,
dean, vice president, or president, until the tenured
members of the department have been consulted and have
been given a written statement of the reasons for a
contemplated reversal of a departmental decision. A
majority of the tenured members of a department may appeal
a reversal of a departmental decision by the chairman to the

00394
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dean, by the dean to the Vice President for Academic Affa i rs,
and by the Vice Presiden't for Academic Affa i rs to the president.
Except in those cases where there has been an allegation
of a violation of academic freedom and until and unl ess
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee rules that
the candidate has made a prima-facie case to support an
allegation, the decision of the president shall be final
and binding.
I move the approval of this motion, this amendment.
{Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded. I did not
was not able to copy this. I don't know whether the
secretary has it.
DURRIE
HEADY
needs it?

Stenographer has.
Stenographer has it.

BAUGHMAN

You have it, if anybody

Coo ld we hear it read again?

HFADY
It's been requested that you read the
language againo
\

COHEN
No @epartmen(recommendation with regard to
tenure will be reversed by the chairman, dean, vice president,
or president, until the tenured members of the department
have been consulted and have been given a written statement
of the reasons for a contemplated reversal of a departmental
decision. A majority of the tenured members of a department
may appeal a reversal of a departmental decision by the
chairman to the dean, by the dean to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, and by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs to the president. Except in those cases where
there has been an allegation of a violation of academic
freedom and until and unless the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee rules that the candidate has made a primafacie case to support an allegation, the decision of the
president shall be final and binding.
HEADY
Is there discussion on the proposed
amendment? Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman, I support the amendmento
I have discussed this with Professor Cohen before and I
think it's a good amendment.
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I really rise to make a remark with respect to his
preface, which I think is a little misleading. He pointed
out that we were elongating the appellate process and tend
to take a poke at this rather long paragraph.
I might point out that on page thirty-five a of the
current Faculty Handbook, the order of the appellate process and the order of procedure is there. It's already
thereo Nothing has been changed except that we have made it
clear how much time the probationary faculty member has to
ask for reconsideration and try to -- to appeal. This is
the only change that has been made in that, that appellate
process is there so I didn't want to leave the impression
that we mark a major change in that long paragraph thereo
I support his amendment.
DURRIE
It also removes a lot of present ambiguities
in the statement as it iso
COTTRELL

Right.

HEADY
I think those comments are not directly
relevant to debate on the amendment, but yru began and
ended with a statement that is relevant.
All right, Dean Adams.
ADAMS
In your remarks, Sandy, and in the language
of your amendment, you speak of the departmental recommendation. I don't have the Faculty Handbook here, so I
didn't recall the language, precisely, but at the moment
what we have is a recommendation from the chairman after
consultation with at least the tenure faculty, et cetera.
We don't have a departmental recommendationo We
have a recommendation from the chairman, and what I am
wondering about here is that you apparently are separating
that because you say if the departmental recommendation
is overruled by the chairman. This is a new point because
at the present time the chairman is the one who writes and
submits the recommendation, after having consultedo
It seems to me it,improves a rather delicate
possibility of misunde~i"ng there.
~

is

HEADY
As I understand this question, that point
has to do with the language both of the committee's
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reconnnendation and of the proposed amendment.
ADAMS

Yes.

HEADY

Professor Cohen.

COHEN
I used the language because I think it's
called for by the amendment where there is an implication
of a decision by the tenured members of the department,
including the chairman,and an implication that the chairman himself may be the first step in a formal hearing
process and he may reverse the decision.
ADAMS
Well, at the present time our policy is that
the chairman makes the decision after having consultedo If
one were to change that, the fact that the initial decision
were made by a majority vote of the tenured faculty, you
are making a very major and substantial change from our
present policy.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
I think, Dean Adams, though, what this
is providing for, both the committee's recormnendation and
Professor Cohen's, and I agree, it does cause a change,
but in the case that the chairman's reconnnendation after
he's consulted the tenured faculty, his recommendation is
to the contrary of that~ I think , what we are saying is
since this is where the reconsideration also begins, and
he recommends contrary to the faculty of that department
to the faculty, that there should be some meeting and some
justification on his part to the tenured members of that
faculty for making the decision that he made , and it does
cause a change in what we have perhaps been doing in
practice, but I think it is clear enough in this policy that
we will know what that implication is .

It

i

It would be a meeting between him and the facultyo
Right now we have cases on campus of a faculty recormnending
perhaps one thing -- we haven't had -- we have a few of
these -- a chairman has a contrary recorrnnendation, and
at this moment under present policy that could proceed;
and this explanation to the tenured faculty is never
required.
I think Professor Cohen's amendment there strengthens
this considerably in terms of the autonomy of the

I
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responsibility of the faculty of a department.
•

HEADY

Vice President Travelstead •

TRAVELSTEAD
Granting these last two points, it
seems to me, Sandy, that the use of the term "department
decision," is what Mr. Adams thinks might be confusing.
If you really mean the tenured members of the
faculty, and as Mr. Cottrell said, it very well could be
different, and they want to appeal the decision by the
chairman if the terms reflect that, then it would do
away with his criticism, it seems to me.
COHEN

Well, I will accept that.

ADAMS 'Departmental recormnendatiorl'might be
interpreted by some students as a vote of everybody in the
department.
COTTRELL
Can we amend Mr. Cohen's amendment to read
"should the recormnendation of the tenured members of the
faculty, with respect to tenure be reversed," and start
out from that?
HEADY
I am -- I don't know whether I have a
parliamentarian to advise me here, but it seems to me
since this point applies either to the original version
or to Professor Cohen's amendment, that we might be better
advised to decide which of those two we want, and having
done that, consider an amendment on this part.
COHEN : Mro Chairman, if I simply changed the
language to take out the word "departmental" and say
"no reconnnendation with regard to tenure will be
reversed by" and go on from there, wouldn't that

ADAMS

Fine.

HFADY
I am going to remind myself of the advice
I got from the parliamentarian and say if we are going to
change an amendment that is on the floor, it will have to
be moved and voted on, if you wish to propose that change.
COHEN
I propose to amend my amendment by removing
the second word of my --
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HEADY
Removing the word "departmental."
the only change?
COHEN

Yes ..

HEADY

Is there a second to that?

Is t ha t

(Several seconds.)
HEADY Is there any discussion? Those in favor ,
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried .
All right. We now have before us Professor Cohen's
amendment with that change from the original wording.
FACULTY MEMBER
Can we have a restatement of the
first sentence of that?
HEADY
now reads.

Professor, read the first sentence as it

COHEN
No recommendation with regard to tenure will
be reversed by the chairman, dean, vice president, or
president until the tenured members of that department have
been consulted and have been given a written statement of
the reasons for contemplated reversal of a departmental
decision.
DRUMMOND
HEADY

There we go ..
Professor Prouse.

PROFESSOR PROUSE
We are not really prepared yet,
regardless how we feel on this particular question. As the
language now stands, no recommendation regarding tenure
will be reversed by the chairman, which indicates that
the faculty indeed does it by vote and that hasn't solved
the issue that's been raised here.
Decision on recommendation can be reversed by the
chairman, the chairman is obviously reversing only the
decision of the faculty.
HEADY

Dean Huber.

DEAN HUBER
Mr. Chairman, I don't believe that
works because we are talking about an amendment to replace
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t he l ast paragraph of the committee's report.
I f you look at the big paragraph on page two, second
sentence says: "If, after consulting at least the tenured
members of a department and usua l ly the other sources of
i nf ormation listed on page fifty-three and fifty-four of
this Faculty Handbook, a chairman decides to recommend" -this is the way it has been traditionally handled and looked
at, as well as it's stated in that fashion in the current
policy.
Then you jump down to the substitute, the paragraph
Sandy wants to substitute his amendment for, says: "Should
a departmental recormnendation with regard to tenure" -- the
very same point that could matter in this but
to modify the whole thing, but it's either the chairman
that makes the first decision after consultation, or it's
tenured members of the department or the total department
that has a vote, which is binding on the chairman.
I view this as an extremely dangerous and major
step to make without discussion in that it's been the
chairman that has always made the recommendation after
consultation.
That did not mean that the chairman was ever bound
by a majority vote of the tenured members, total faculty,
students, you-name-it.

..

HEADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
Sandy, I would like to move an amendment
to your amendment, too, and that would be the elimination
of the word "chairman," so that it would read: "No
recommendation with regard to tenure will be reversed by
the dean, vice president, or president, until the tenured
members of a department have been consulted . "
Then our language in the other portion up here will
stand. We have -- if you will read the long paragraph, we
have the other in there.
DAVIS

I second that motion.

HEADY We have now a motion for another amendment
to the proposed amendment. It's been seconded, and it
would delete the word "chairman"; is that right?
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DRUMMOND
agree with me o

My friends up here on the connnittee don't

HEADY
Is there debate on this proposition?
Professor Greeno
GREEN
I hate to do this to our chairman, and my
old friend, but I think that the committee deliberately
put in the word "chairman," and the idea was that there
would be a new ordero
COTTRELL
I do not see -- there may be, but I do not
see the confusion. It does not establish the order when
we refer to the department order down below, but the one
thing we are asking be done, want to make this binding
on the chairman. Bill Huber raised the point. The chairman
still has the right, if he feels it's his responsibility
to reverse that, but we are saying in effect that he has
some responsibility to explain that to his faculty, also,
and that's the reason we put the "chairman" in, as a
point of reconsideration, as a point where appeals and
consideration and appeal begins. If he follows his faculty,
there is no -HEADY

Professor Ikle.

IKLE
I am puzzled by Professor Green's statement,
not because it's Professor Green's statement, but because
it introduced a confused thing. The committee is speaking
about one thing, that is innocuous without implying any
kind of change, and on the other hand implies there's a
major change pending, given this confusion which seems to
exist in Professor Drummond and Professor Greeno
May I suggest that the whole matter be referred
back to the committee for a clearing.
HEADY
whether to -IKLE

You said that as a suggestiono

I don't know

I would like to make a motion to that second --

(Seconded.)
HEADY
The motion is to refer this particular
paragraph or the whole --

01
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IKLE
The matter where the decision regarding
tenure rests •
SCHMIDT

Paragraph b.

HEADY
The motion is to refer this paragraph and
the issues involved in it, I presume, back to the Committee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure. I believe there's been a
Secondo

ADAMS

Seconded.

HEADY
Is there discussion on the motion to refer?
Now, I believe only discussion relevant here is as to
where the referral, as to what committee, the referral
goes to.
Professor Davis.
DAVIS
I think it would be most useful to the
committee to have some kind of sense of sentiment of this
body on the paragraph proposed by Professor Cohen in the
referral. I think that would help us in understanding
what this body wishes us to do in reconsidering that paragrapho
HEADY
I would suggest
I would think that the
only way in which that can be obtained at this time would
be to reject the motion to refer, at least at this point.
Are you ready to vote? Those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion to refer is lost.
That brings us back to the proposed amendment to
delete the word "chairman." That is what we are discussing.
Professor Baughman.
BAUGHMAN
I would like for Professor Green to amplify
his remarks and indicate to what extent this paragraph does
change the present situation.
GREEN
I think that Professor Cottrell did amplify
my remarks and this was to provide some means, definite
means of response -- to indicate responsibility of the
chairman to report back to the tenured faculty with
regard to the decisiono
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And this is the reason, because -- that we have had
this experience, that it is necessary. We feel that the
tenured members of the faculty -- of a department have
invested a great deal in that department. We feel that
they certainly should be consulted and then if their
collective decision is reversed, they have a right to be
told why, and this was the thinking behind it.
I don't think that there was really any confusion
in the mind of the connnittee about this. I think that the
amendment now proposed which deletes "chairman," should be
defeated and then that would come back to the original
thinking of the connnittee.
Eventually, when we vote on Professor Drunnnond's
motion, I would also support a return to the connnittee
so that we can clean up the languageo
HEADY
Further discussion on the amendment?
Professor Howartho
HOWARTH
I would like to make a motion to refer
this back to the Connnittee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
with a request that they incorporate in their revised
version the essence of Professor Cohen's original motion.
(Seconded.)
HEADY
I believe that's a motion that is in ordero
I don't know whether it's any more debatable than the
other.
GREEN

Yes, because --

HEADY
We can debate the terms of reference for the
referral, all right.
SCHMIDT

Makes a substantive point which is debatable.

HEADY
Yes. Okay. Is there discussion then on the
motion to refer, and with these terms of reference?
If not, are you ready to vote on the motion to
refer? Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carried.
Now, that refers this whole paragraph to the conmittee,
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to report back to this body on at least that itemo
Now, since the motion referral only had to do with
that paragraph, we still have before us, I think, then, the
motion with regard to three g, except for the last paragrapho
HOWARTH

HEADY
I am sorryo I misunderstood that, and if
there's no confusion, we have referred the whole paragraph g
backo
PROUSE
I would like to ask for some information on
the basis of what che expectance of the answer is and then -I would like to make a motion; in line thirteen of
the long paragraph -- thirteen, fourteen -- is the clause
that says "including the formal vote of the tenured faculty."
0

I presume the intention of that is to include the
formal yea and nay vote total as opposed to the specific
documents which relate to any particular tenured faculty
member's opinion about a candidate.
I know in some departments the procedure is highly
formalized where tenured faculty members actually write
documents explaining their reason for their affirmative
or negative vote, and I think it would be unfortunate if
we were to put any inhibition in the way of permitting any
tenured faculty members to express their honest opinion.
What I am suggesting is some people may not wish to
commit to paper their full judgment. If that language
remains as it is, it may seem a minor point to some, but
I would like to have this discussed and have the answer to
the question as to what the intention of that clause iso
HEADY
I think I will entertain further talk on
this unless there's objection, for the guidance of the
committee, now that this matter has been referred back.

(

COTTRELL
I think the intent was the form of yeas
and nays, so the dean and vice president and up the ladder
would know that the tenured faculty had been consulted and
what response has been as it progressed up that ladder.
That says, "for the formal vote" -- isn't tha: what the
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wording says, "for the formal vote of the tenured faculty"?
COTTRELL

I think "formal vote" 'is pretty clear,

myself.
•

PROUSE
Mro President, to make it perfectly clear
and to avoid any further confusion, I move that we recommned
to the committee that in their restudy of these two paragraphs that they entertain the possibility of including the
following language, changing the following language to say:
"Including the formal yea and nay vote total of the
tenured faculty," so there's no doubt about it.
HF.ADY
I think I would prefer, unless -- and I
think I would rule -- that this ought to take the form of
a suggestion to1he committee.
PROUSE
I thought I put it that way, Mr. President.
I said "they entertain" or consider this language in their
HEADY
Yes, I am a little uncertain as to whether
putting that to a vote at this point is appropriate or not.
I really don't know.
PROUSE
I change my motion then to -- I move that
the committee give particular attention to any problems
involved in the statement about a formal vote of tenured
faculty.
HEADY

All right.

DRUMMOND
PROUSE
HEADY
PROUSE
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

We do it, anywayo
All right.
Is that enough assurance about consideration?
Yeso

All right.

Professor Tomasson.

PROFESSOR TOMASSON
May I make a suggestion to the
committee, and that's on the first full paragraph on -no, the first paragraph on bottom of the first page,
beginning "Midway through a probationary period," and it
seems to me there's an increasing trend of persons ~
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whose tenure is not granted or contracts not renewed to
litigate and I think for our protection that we should
not have an evaluation by the chainnan at the midpoint.
Seems to me it should be each year, precisely as it now
is in the Faculty Handbook.
COTTRELL We have had every administrator on our
backs every year; every dean, every vice president, every
chairman except you on our backs. We are giving in.
TOMASSON
It just seems to me it should be
annual rather than just at midpoint.
HEADY
All right. That's another suggestion. I
assume the committee, in its reconsideration, will give
an opportunity for people to come in and present and
perhaps -TOMASSON

Will you accept

DRUMMOND

We will accept almost anything.

statement on these

things?
•

HEADY

PROFESSOR ZEPPER
I would like to make a suggestion
to the committee that it seems as if they may have made
an assumption there will be a formal vote in the consultation that is specified in the beginning, because
consultation with the faculty by the chairman does not
necessarily have to result in a formal vote, which seems
to be assumed, has been done later on in the document
that they consider specifying as to greater extent the
first instance in the second sentence of the long paragraph.

t

HEADY

0

Professor Zeppero

•

Professor Wildin.

PROFESSOR WILDIN
In the second line of the second
paragraph under item g, it refers back to the criterion
procedures similar to those contained in Policy on JAppointment and Promotion •
I question whether the criteria that pertain to
appointments and promotion are directly applicable to
tenure, and I would think that the important part of that
statement on appointment and promotion would be the
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performance factors, and I think that some thought might
be given to replacing the word "criteria" by "performance
criteria" or something of that sorto
HEADY
Well, everyone
wou l d like to ask -- not now,
what the -- I am uncertain as
of the language in the middle
middle of that long paragraph

else is making requests. I
but when we get this up again,
to what the 5fffect will be
of that long -- near the
that says:

"He shall send the faculty member final
notification regarding nonrenewal of contract,
such notification being within the limits set
forth in section four of this policy."
As I understand that, the time limits now set forth
are going to have to be moved backward by ten-day intervals
if the appeal takes place, and I am a little curious where
that put us, if I am right in that interpretation, as to
when the initial departmental action has to be taken to
meet the requirement about formal notification.
COTTRELL May I -- just a response.
in formal time.
HEADY

I think it's

Okayo

COTTRELL
It's consistent with national A.A.U.P o
policy that final notification should be given by March
one, December fifteenth, or one year in advance, depending
whether you are in your first year, second year, third
year, or more of service, and those terms, your interpretation is correct . We have to figure out how many ten
days we need prior to those decisions.
HEADY
I think some kind of a schedule about that
perhaps ought to be worked out by the ·connnittee, and
given as information when we consider this again .
The secretary has reminded me that -- well, we
not only disposed of, but we also used up the forty-five
minutes that is supposed to be alloted to a subject, and
we have some other items on the agenda that is quite
important that we deal with today, so I would like to move on.
DRUMMOND

We have one more item, section fourteen.

00408
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I wonder if we could not deal with it and so that -HEADY

All right, let's --

DRUMMOND

I doubt that it will take long.

HEADY
Let's give it a try. Are you also going on
to deal with the question of adopting appendix?
DRUMMOND

If we may.

HEADY
Since I think this is going to take awhile,
more likely if both of those things are involved, I think
we ought to decide now whether to devote more time to this
or whether we should take up other items and come back
to this.
The secretary has, I think correctly, asked me to
point out that we do need very much today to act on six,
seven, and eight, because of the calendar and need to get
some of those decisions made.
Professor Cottrell.

•

COTTRELL
I move that we go beyond our normal
forty-five minutes or suspend extending rule number two
or three or whatever it is, and continue discussion of
this policy until such time as we dispose of it.
HFADY

Seconds to that motion?

COTTRELL
already.
HEADY

We have been deferred for three months
Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HFADY
Any discussion? Those in favor, please say
"aye"; opposed, "no." I will rule the motion is carried,
unless you want a division.
DRUMMOND
Section fourteen, which is on page three
as noted here, I would like to read section fourteen in
its entirety as we will be modifying it:
"Section fourteen, Academic Freedom of Nontenure
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Faculty Members. All members of the faculty,
including those without tenure, are entitled
to academic freedom. Notwithstanding the
university's wide discretion in the dismissal
of nontenure faculty members, the university
recognizes that such a dismissal may violate
such faculty member's academic freedom."
And then we pick up with what we are changingo
"If a faculty member without permanent
tenure alleges that a decision to terminate
his appointment or to deny him tenure is caused
by considerations violating academic freedom"
that's all the same in the current Handbook
that far, and now we insert -- "or that the
decision was the result of inadequate consideration as described in the Statement on Procedural
Standards in the Renewal or Nonrenewal of
Faculty Appointments, see appendix seven, the
following procedure should be followed."
And then the procedure is just as it is, item one
items a, b, c, and one, two, three, and a new item four:
"If the allegation is one of inadequate
consideration, the committ~e should exercise
caution not to substitute its judgment on the
merits of the case for that of the faculty
body making the decision; but rather to request
reconsideration by that body when the committee
believes that adequate consideration was not
given to the faculty member's qualifications
(in such instances, the committee should
indicate the respects in which it believes
the ·consideration may have been inadequate.)"
Mr o -Chairman, I move that section fourteen be
modified as herein suggestedo
HEADY

Is there second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Discussion?

DEAN l.AWRENCE

Dean Lawrenceo

If I understand this correctly, the
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notion of inadequate consideration comes from section fifteen
of the recommended institutional regulations, which are
in the appendix seven at the bottom of page six. It says
these remain under review by Committee A of the AoA.U.P
Is there any -0

COTTRELL

Where do you find that?

IAWRENCE
Well, at the bottom of page six it
indicates that sections ten and fifteen of the recommended
institutional regulations remain under review by Committee A
and I think the notion of inadequate consideration comes
from those recommended institutional regulations, because
on page five, in the first paragraph under ''Written
Reasons" , it says, "may wish to petition a committee in
accordance with section fifteen," and I am just raising
the question, the inadequate consideration thing is a
new -- a new notion here, and I am only raising the
question as to why it's still under review by Committee A.
I hate to buy something that's --

j

COTTRELL
May I reply to that? Apparently, in
copying this in the minutes, this was taken from the
1971 policy document of A.A.UoP., in which this was a
report of committee A at the time this went to press.
It was a report of Committee A, but the fifty-seventh
annual meeting of A.A.U.P. in Philadelphia last year,
it was adopted almost unanimously, as an association
policy, so it's now policy of the association and I
think in this red book, where you probably copied
this, your secretary typed this out, John. There's
that footnote, but that footnote would no longer be
appropriate because it's an association policy.
HEADY
be deleted?

When did he get to that that needs to

COTTRELL

That footnote needs to be deleted.

HEADY
Any further debate on the motion? Ready
to vote? Those in favor of the motion to amend, to
modify section fourteen as proposed, please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
Still have appendix, proposed appendix seven.

.1.0
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DRUMMOND
Mr. President, I move that appendix
seven in our Handbook be the up-to-date statement and
we will check this out afterwards, to make sure all the
footnotes and everything are right.
But the current policy with regards to statements
on procedural standards in the renewal or nonrenewal of
faculty appointments, as adopted by national A.A U.P.
become section seven.
0

COTTRELL

Second.

HEADY
Is there discussion on the motion? Those
in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is
carried.
Now, we still have a proposal with regard to
section sixteen of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy.
DRUMMOND

Section sixteen currently reads:

"Seeming violations of academic freedom
an~here on campus may properly be brought to
the attention of the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Conmittee by anyone."
We are not suggesting that that be changed.
"In such instances, the connnittee shall
ascertain" -- now, I am going to read what we
are putting in -- one, whether tlE person or
persons involved in the alleged violation are
covered by the provisions of the Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure" -- that's not now
in -- "and second, whether, if covered" -- the
rest of it is all there now -- "the person or
persons involved wish to pursue any of the procedures set forth in this document. If not,
the connnittee shall then decide what other
course to follow."
So we are putting into this section sixteen, "whether
the person or persons involved in the alleged violation
are covered by the provisions of the Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenureo"
Mr. Chairman, I move that this change be approved
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by the Facultyo
HEADY

Is there a second?

{Several seconds.)
HEADY

•

Professor Baughman.

BAUGHMAN
I would like to say that I think the new
statement is a considerable improvement over the other one.
I think it can be improved further by the deletion of
three words in the second line. Delete "anywhere on
campus." I think this would keep us out of considerable
trouble in the futureo
HEADY

You are moving deletion of those three

words?
BAUGHMAN
HEADY

Of those three words.
Is there a second to that motion?

{Seconded a)
HEADY

It's been seconded.

Is there discussion.

PROFESSOR HOYT
Point of order, Mr. President. He
is really proposing a new amendment to the policy.
Shouldn't that come up as a separate order 0£ business?
He is trying to add an amendment which is not in the
connnittee's amendmento
HEADY
Well, I don't think I have been that strict
before, as to
as to what can be changed in the proposal.
I will entertain it as an in order, unless you want to
challenge it and overrule my decision.
DRUMMOND
I would like to speak against the proposed amendment. Academic freedom; it seems to me, should .
be defended on this campus, anywhereo
BAUGHMAN
HEADY

Mr. Chairman -Professor Baughman.

BAUGHMAN
The reason I bring this up is that some
years ago an Academic Freedom and Tenure Connnittee decided
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that it should, and would have to protect student academic
freedomo And that was disastrous and the committee can't
do it.
If you read through the Academic Freedom Act, you
will see that it is not designed any way, shape, or form
to defense of students'academic freedomo
I could go on with this if anybody wishes, but this
is simply to make sure that the committee follows the
directions of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Act.
HEADY
Further discussion? Ready to vote on the
amendment1 Those in favor of the amendment, which would
delte those words "anywhere on campus," please say "aye";
opposed, "noo" The motion is losto
HEADY
Mr. Drununond, could I ask one question?
I am a little uncertain as to the meaning of the last
sentence here that says, "If not, the committee shall
then decide what other course to follow."
Does the "if not," refer to what's after number
two, so that means that if covered the person involved
does not wish to follow any of the procedures set forth
in the document, the committee then -- shall then decide
what other course to follow? Does that mean another
course that a committee might follow that is not
authorized by the policy, or does it mean giving advice
to go somewhere else?
If it's the former, I have a .little trouble
accepting it, because it seems to me that it is an
authorization for the committee to adopt other procedures or options than those set forth in the policy,
itselfo
DRUMMOND
statement.
HEADY

There is no change from the current

Okay.

Well --

DRUMMOND
It's in the current statement, "If not,
the commission shall decide what other course to follow."
I think what this really does is merely say that
if the person does not wish to bring charges or to request
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a hearing, it may give the committee the opportunity to
meet with the president and say, "Isn't there something
we could do about this? " which is an infonnal rather than
formal sort of procedure.
HEADY

Okay.

Any other debate or questions?

Doctor Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD
Seems to me that "if not" becomes
confusing, Harold, because of adding the one. "If not"
referred to earlier 'whether," and now we have two "whethers"
and maybe the last sentence ought to be a little more
specific to carry out what you just said.
HEADY
Yes, I guess that was really the basis
for the doubt I had, is whether the "if not" referred to
the number one situation, which is whether the person or
persons involved are covered by the provisions of the
Policy on Academic Freedom.
DRUMMOND
Why not change the final sentence to,
"If the person or persons covered" -- I don't know, that
gets too complicatedo
BAUGHMAN

Mr. Chainnan.

HF.ADY
We have in the record your interpretation
of what it's supposed to mean, so maybe that's good
enough.
BAUGHMAN
Mr. Chairman, I apparently didn't make
myself clear earlier. I think, really, there is no reason
to have this section in the Act at all. The whole thing
could be deleted. That would probably be the best thing
to do with ito
HEADY

All of section sixteen?

BAUGHMAN

Yes.

HEADY
Well , we have just adopted -- no, we haven't
voted yet. Is there any further discussion on the motion?
Those in favor of the motion, please say "aye"; opposed
"no." The motion is carried.
That disposes of all of this except for three g, which

oo ··s
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has been referred to the committee.
DRUMMOND And one on the appointment, which has,
also.
HEADY

Oh, yes, earlier.

DRUMMOND

Thank youo

•

HEADY

We will be back.

Professor Coheno

COHEN
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move a
deviation from the agenda on the grounds that I have a
very short item and there are some undergraduate students
awaiting the result of this and I see no reason of having
them sit through any more than they have to.
HEADY

It may be educatio~ to them, Professor Cohen.

STUDENT
We have other meetings to attend, too.
There are so many meetings.
HEADY
COHEN

Go ahead with your item.
I would do that, if I can get a second.

(Seconded.)
HEADY What is your motion?
•

COHEN
To deviate from the agenda to consider an
amendment to the ISRAD charter.
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded.
discussion? Those -- Professor Christman.

Is there

CHRISTMA.N
Yes, I would speak in opposition to this
because I feel it's important to go ahead with the
agenda because of the calendar constrainto
HEADY
Further discussion? Those in favor of the
motion to insert this item at this time, please say "aye";
opposed, "noo" The motion is lost.
We will now proceed to item six, nominations for
the awarding of honorary degrees at the May twenty-first
commencement exercises . Associate Dean Benedetti for
the Graduate Committee .

Honorary
Degrees
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DEAN BENEDETTI
Mro President, members of the
Faculty, on December ninth the Graduate Committee voted
to recommend to this Faculty that honorary degrees be
awarded in our May commencement to Shirley Mount Hufstedler,
France V. Scholes, and Ignacio Tinoco, Jr.
This decision was reached as the committee considered
several names that were placed, and the final vote in favor
of these three distinguished persons was unanimous.
The recommendation of the Graduate Committee is
that Shirley Mount Hufstedler be awarded the honorary degree
of Doctor of Laws, and France Vo Scholes be awarded a
Doctor of Humane Letters, and that Ignacio Tinoco, Jro, be
awarded the Doctor of Science degree.
The nominators of these three individuals are
present today, I believe, and I assume they would be happy
to respond to any questions anyone might have about them,
about these nominees. In particular, I am going to ask
Professor Ikle, after I make the formal motion, to
say a few words in connection with France Scholes.

0

C

May I remind the faculty that this entire matter should
be treated in confidence, inasmuch as the nominees have
not been notified and I would ask you to particularly keep
under control the handout that was distributed at this
meeting.
Mr. President, on behalf of Dean Springer and the
Graduate Committee, I am proud and very pleased to move
that this Faculty recommend to the Board of Regents that
the three-named individuals be awarded the honorary degrees
as listed.
HEADY

Is there second?

(Several seconds.)
HEADY
Is there discussion? Ready to vote? Those
in favor of the motion, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carried.
Item seven, nomination to fill ten vacancies
IKLE
Mr. Chairman, may I make a very brief statement on behalf of France Scholes?

...
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HF.ADY
Yes. Well, there is no need to at this
poi nt. I looked i n your direction to · see if you wanted
to be recognized, and I didn't see -IKLE

I do.

HF.ADY
He has already been recommended by this
Faculty, unanimouslyo
IKLE

I defer to you.

HF.ADY
If anyone wants some information about Doctor
Scholes, Professor Ikle has it.
I will call on the secretary to give us instructions Nominations
about, nominating for the Academic Freedom and Tenure
to Academic
Committee.
Freedom and
DORRIE
The nominations are to fill ten vacancies
on the committee for 1972- 1 73, as follows: five regular
members for two-year terms, and five alternates for oneyear termso
To save time, I will only repeat a part that is
in the agenda about these nominationso All that is quoted
from the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy:
"(nominees) shall be members of the Voting
Faculty with tenure (or those whose tenure decision
date has passed without adverse notification) •• o o
For the purpose of this section, members of the
Voting Faculty shall include neither departmental
chairmen nor others designated as ex officio members
of the Voting Faculty in Article One, Section One b
of the Faculty Constitution. Not more than one
member of any department shall serve as a regular
member or an alternate on the committee at the
same time • "
Since the holdover members are from English, Art,
Mathematics, and Biology, no nominations of people in these
departments may ~be made.
The rules also say that no regular committee member
shall serve more than two consecutive two-year terms. Under
this ruling, the only ineligible persons, including the
members and alternates whose present terms are expiring, are

Tenure
Committee

00418
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Professors Cottrell and Drummond.
Listed on the blackboard is the committee as
constituted for the present academic year. The terms of
Professors Antreasian, Blum, Davis, and Findley extend
through 1972-'73, and the terms of the others expire at
the end of this semester.

•

Nominations are now in order and I would suggest
that several more than the required ten be nominated to
compensate for any duplications within a department or for
those not having tenure and we will check these matters
in my office prior to the election meeting next montho
In making nominations, please give the name of the
department as well as the person's name.
HEADY All right, nominations are in order.
Professor Prouseo
~

PROUSE
I nominate Professor Wilson Ivins,
secondary education.
HEADY

Professor Ivins has been nominated.

Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL
Nominate Professor Beth Hicks from the
College of Nursing .
HEADY

Professor Hicks, nursing .

Professor Schmidt .
SCHMIDT
HEADY

Nominate Professor Aragon from education.
Professor Aragon from education.

Professor Wildin.
WILDIN
engineering.

Like to nominate Professor Ju from mechanical

FACULTY MEMBER
civil engineering .
DAVIS

Like to nominate Professor Martinez,

Professor Karni, from electrical engineering.

004.1.9
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Professor Karni, from electric 1 engineering.

GREEN

Professor King from physics.

HEADY

Professor King, from physics.

Professor Tomassono
TOMASSON
HEADY

Hufbauer, economics.
Professor Hufbauer, economics.

Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL Hamilton of economics.
HEADY

Professor Hamilton of economics ·.

Yes, sir.

FACULTY MEMBER
education.
TRAVELSTEAD
Harris, education.
HEADY

Professor Loughlin, elementary
Professor Harris, education.

Mary

Mary Harris, educationo

Professor Tomasson.
TOMASSON
HEADY
•

I would like to delete Hufbauero

Did you nominate him?

TOMASSON

Yes, but I want to ~ithdraw my nominationo

HEADY

All right.

GREEN

Professor Walker of the School of Law.

HEADY

Professor Walker of law.

SCHMIDT
the alternates?
position?
DURRIE

Professor Green.

Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question about
Can they be nominated for the regular
There's one election and those getting the --
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HEADY
eligible •

.[

He wants to know if these alternates are

DURRIE
They are, indeed. The only people who are
ineligible are Cottrell and Drummond and all people in
art, mathematics, English, and biology.
HEADY

Professor Schmidto

SCHMIDT
physics.

(

I'd like to nominate Professor Green in

HEADY

Professor Green, physics.

Professor Drummvndo
DRUMMOND
HEADY

Professor Hoyt in political science.
Professor Hoyt in political scienceo

Yes, Miss Amsden o •
t

MISS AMSDEN
the chairman can'to
department --

l

Professor Regener in physics -- oh,
He is ineligible by virtue of being a

HEADY

Professor Rubero

HUBER

Professor Murphy, geography.

HEADY

He's a chairman, also ineligible.

FACULTY MEMBER

Professor Locke, physical education.

Professor Locke, physical educationo

HEADY

Miss Amsden.
AMSDEN

Professor Tuttle, philosophyo

HEADY

Professor Tuttle, philosophy.

Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL
HEADY

Professor Roy Caton from chemistry.

Professor Caton, chemistry.
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THOMASSON
HEADY

Koenig, psychology.

Professor Koenig, psychology.

ARAGON With great deal of appreciation to
Professor Schmidt;_ I would like him to -- can I withdraw my
name or does the person nominating me -HEADY
I believe you can request him to, and if he
does not, I believe your name stays on.
ARAGON With that understanding, which has also
characterized you, could you withdraw my name, pleaseo I
am in the process of trying to simplify my life.

I withdraw

SCHMIDT
ARAGON

my

nomination.

Thank you.

HEADY
The nomination of Professor Aragon has been
withdrawn by the nominator, Professor Schmidt.
FACULTY MEMBER
•

HEADY

Professor Roebuck of history.

Professor Roebuck of history.

Miss Amsdeno
AMSDEN

Professor Anthy Antoniades, architectureo

FACULTY MEMBER
must hold tenure?
DURRIE
ADAMS

Is the qualification
that the person
I

Yeso
Mro Antoniades does not.

DURRIE Either tenure or in the final year~aving
been approved.
f.._
HEADY
•

He is not eligible.

All right, Mr. Antoniades is not elibibleo
Mr. Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Dolores Gonzales, educationo

00422
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Professor Gonzales, education.

Ii
I,

Mr. Alexander.
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
administration.
HEADY
sciences.

Professor Ed Caplan, business

Professor Caplan, business administrative

Are there further nominations?
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Professor Gafford, civil engineering.

Professor Gafford, engineering.

You have an ample number.
DURRIE

We have plenty.

HEADY
Well, if there are no further nominations,
we will instruct the secretary to
we have the election
at the next meeting.

II,
11
H

11

DURRIE
Election will be at the next meeting and
we will have a short biographical sketch of each nominee
with the next agenda.
•

HEADY
Item eight is election of faculty representa- Election of
tives to the University Connnunity Forum. Professor
Faculty
RepresentaChristman, are you making this presentation?
CHRISTMAN
I guess soo I wonder if it would be
appropriate just to move the resolution that's already
been passed out and save the time of reading it to the
assembly.
HEADY
Do you all have copies of this sheet which
was at the door? The top, it says "The University
Conununity Forum" and it presents the name of a slate on
behalf of the Policy Connnittee. We have more here if
anybody does not.

•

II

tives to
University
Community
Forum

I

'I

,,
1,,

CHRISTMAN
I then move the election of this slate,
the University Community Forum, to represent the Faculty
for the term of office beginning with the inaugural
meeting and extending to the end of the 1972-'73 academic
I
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year.
(Secondedo)
HEADY
Is there discussion? Ready to vote? Those
in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion
is carriedo
t

Item nine, report concerning questions relative to
Athletic Council Report. Professor Martinez, chairman of
the Athletic Council.
Would you like to come down here?
PROFESSOR MARTINEZ
A number of questions were
raised at the meeting in which the report was presented, -tfe
report from the Athletic Council.
One had to do with an item listed as an amount
pledged to the University by the Lobo Club, the Boosters,
an item that was listed for the '70-'71 fiscal year as
forty thousand dollars.
The question came as to whether this was a total
amount or whether there was a different amount collected
by the Lobo Club. Information obtained from the Lobo
Club president, for the '70-'71 year, indicated that a
total amount, total budget for the Lobo Club was
approximately eighty-two -- these figures are rounded
off -- eighty-two thousand dollars, of which forty
thousand was pledged to the University of New Mexico
Athletic Departmento
The balance of that, or the difference between
that, was the forty thousand and the eighty-two thousand,
is used by the Lobo Club for various operational administrative expenses, promotional expenses, and also some
other benefits that the university receives indirectly
such as the -- an amount of four thousand dollars for
support of tutoring of the athletes, some amount for
the support of the Chaparrals, and banquets for honoring
the athletes.
The amount that was quoted at the meeting of
approximately a hundred and twenty-seven or twenty-five
thousand dollars, was the amount that has been budgeted
for this current year, '71-'72, and from that amount,

Questions
Relative to
Athletic
Council
Report

~

'

.

I
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sixty-eight thousand dollars has been pledged to the
university for its operation next year for the athletic
departmento
Another question that was raised had to do with
permanent type funds or trust funds available for student
athletes.
I was really unable to find specific information,
although infonnation obtained from the students aids office
indicates that there are only two scholarships that are -that have been provided by individuals for the support of
scholarships for student athletes.
One involved golf and apparently one in track.
These are not reported in our own report. They are reported
by the student aids report as given as a scholarship to
the individual concerned.
It is reported in the same manner that any other
scholarship would be reported. It is not included in
the grant-in-aid to athletes.
One other item regarding expenses that was asked,
was with respect to the individual sports and the amount
of -- the cost involved for each individual sport.
The report included expenses for each sport, and it
also includes income from basketball, income from football,
and a general -- or a single amount for the minor sports,
a very small amounto
So that, I think, is covered in the report, as
such. Essentially basketball nets roughly -- or netted
that year something like a hundred and sixty-nine
thousand dollars, or above its cost.
Football was expended more than it made, a hundred
and eighty-seven thousand dollars, approximately. The
minor sports were supported to the amount of about two
hundred and twenty thousand dollars, beyond what they made.
In other words, the minor sports made, I think, a
total of five thousand dollars incomeo
The other item that is included in the report
regarded income as a miscellaneous amount of twenty thousand

0

2

..
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dollars, came essentially from parking fees and isolated
functions at the athletic complex.
Did I see a hand for a question?
The other item ·that was indicated as something that
should be brought to the Faculty from the Athletic Council
had to do with a policy statement regarding physical abuse
of players by coaches.
I am not prepared to read a statement at this time,
although the Athletic Council is considering a statement
It was studied at its last meeting; it was referred
back to a subcommittee for further study, and there is a
statement that is being prepared by the council that will
be available after its next meeting, presumably, if it is
approved at that time by the council.
0

I believe that this includes answers to essentially
all the questions that were brought up at that time,
Mr. Presidento I move the report be accepted by the Faculty.
HEADY
I believe the report, the motion to accept
the report had been made last time before this motion to
defer was made. At any rate, it is before us again now
and is there any discussion, or any questions, any matters
that Professor Martinez reported on?
Professor Green.
GREEN
There is one matter that I think we should
not go into any further this year, but next year; there
is another item of income which is a permanent fund,
athletic fund, and I wasn't talking about permanent fund
for scholarship. I was talking perma~ent athletic fund,
the income of which, together with radio and television
receipts also goes into the pot.
Now, that is -- has not been clearly separated.
Nor has the source of capital investment in that fund
really been cleared up. I think that for -- before I
would suggest that next year's report, that that item be
investigated.
HEADY

You have that?

MARTINEZ

Yes, I have that.

0
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HEADY
Is there any further discussion?
vote on the motion?

26

Ready to

Professor Drummond.
DRUMMOND
I would like to call to Mr. Martinez'
attention something that I bumped into this week while I
was looking at the statement of rights and responsibilities
of the University of New Mexico as adopted by the Regents
on August 8, 1970, with reference to physical abuse. I
didn't realize this was already in the policy, but item six a
three, as adopted by the Regents, says:
"Physical abuse, the threat of physical abuse,
or intimidation of any person on campus or at any
university-authorized function or event or other
conduct which threatens or endangers the health,
freedom of action or safety of any such person" -I just wanted to ·call this to the attention of the
committee. I thought it might be helpful in their continuing
deliberations.
MARTINEZ

Thank youo

HEADY
Further discussion? Ready to vote on the
motion? Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "noo"
The motion is carriedo
Now, I will recognize Professor Cohen for the item
he wants to bring up.
COHEN
The undergraduate student body has asked
for representation on the ISRAD Executive Conunittee , · ,
The Executive Connnittee has approved that to effectuate
that membership, it is necessary to amend the charter
and that is approved by this body and then the matter
would go to the Regents for final action.
So I propose the amendment you see before you on
t~e handout. It is precisely now what is in the charter,
with the single assertion of the words "a representative
appointed by Associated Students of the University of New
Mexico."
I move the adoption of this amendment to the
ISRAD charter.

Underg r aduate
Added to
ISRAD
Executive
Committee

0
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(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's moved and seconded.
Professor Schreyer.

Any discussion?

PROFESSOR SCHREYER
Mr. Chainnan, it is my understanding that the original committee was set up after
considerable amount of deliberation, and this appears to
me to be an action that is rather hasty to some of us.
This committee is to report to the Research Policy
Committee, so I move that this matter be referred to the
Research Policy Committee for their considerationo
COHEN

Mr. Chainnan.

HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Several seconds.)

•

HEADY
It's moved and seconded that this matter be
referred to the Research Policy Committee for consideration.
Professor Coehn •
COHEN
Mr. Chainnan, the Policy Committee referred
the matter to us. It was already there. They indicated
they would be guided by the ISRAD Executive Conmittee's
action on this matter. We are playing ping-pong here.
HEADY
The motion is to refer to the Research
Policy Committee , which is a -- I guess that's right.
It's a standing committee of the Faculty.
DARLING

May I ask a question about the referring?

HEADY
Yes, I think pertinent here is to what body
the matter may be referred, so I will entertain discussion
on that pointo
DARLING
ISRAD charter.

I wonder who is to recommend changes to the
Is that the Executive Connnittee?

HEADY
I don't know whether there's a copy of the
charter here or whether there is -- whether anyone can
answer that point
I don't recall anything on that point.
0

DARLING

It seems to me that is one of the things
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the ISRAD Executive Committee had to do was to make
recommended changes in the charter to this bodyo
Therefore, I wonder about the referring to the different
group. That's why I think it's an appropriate question
to raise.
HEADY Any other discussion?

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
Yes. As a matter of clarification, we
did not get it on our agenda to discuss. We discussed it
without it being on our agenda in order to take a motion,
and we certainly are as divided as the Faculty may be on
this as to what is the proper destination of this thing
as between Research Policy Committee or the ISRAD committeeo
We were assured that we couldn't -- there was no
point in our dealing with it if other committees were
going too
HEADY
The motion before you is to refer to the
Research Policy Comrnittee. Those in favor, please say
"aye"; opposed, "no." The motion to refer is lost.
Is there further discussion on the motion to amend
the ISRAD charter?
Mro Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD
This has to do with procedure and I am
not sure what the answer is. May the charter be amended
once this body approves that amendment, or do other parties
or other groups enter into any member of the charter?
I recall there was a lengthydiscussion about the
charter to begin with.
HEADY
My assumption, this is what I told the
advocates of this amendment, that a change in the charter
should go through the same process that the original charter
did, which was consideration by the faculty committees,
passage by the Faculty, concurrence by the administration
in the form of a recommendation to the Regents, and action
by the Regents.
So, two further steps would be requiredo
TRAVELSTEAD

It would be a reconnnendation by this
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body that the charter be changed accordingly?
HFADY

Correct.

Professor Christman.
CHRISTMAN
Yes, I move an amendment to Professor
Cohen's amendment. If seconded, I would like to speak to
it.
My amendment would change the "five' in "five members
of the academic faculty, to have six, so it would read
"six academic members of the faculty."
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the number
"five" be changed to "six" with reference to the numbers
from the academic faculty.
Professor Cohen.
COHEN
Mr. Chairman, I would like to oppose thato
The original request of the undergraduate study body was
for two undergraduate students, and on the argument that
everywhere else in the university the ratio is two, three,
or four-to-one, as compared to the graduate student body.
We argued in our committee that this really wasn't
the type of committee where votes meant anything. We
haven't worked that way . We have taken very few voteso
The very first was so devastating that they haven't
repeated the action. That was the one that elected me
chairman.
I think we were very concerned about the committee
growing to this point where it becomes unwieldy. On that
basis, I would like not to have the faculty enlarged; the
members of the committee, itself, do not think there is any
danger of loss of control or whatever else is exercising
Professor Christman and leads him to make that motion.
HEADY
Is there further discussion on Professor
Christman's amendment?
CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Yes,

May I speak to it?
Professor Christman.
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CHRISTMAN
I make the amendment because of the
historical difficulty of finding a fine-tune balance
that we may have had here when we originally had the
negotiated agreement for five members of the faculty
with all the other people that were on the committee.
I think we are responding to some needs and they may
be very well strong-felt needs at this time, but I don't
think in order to respond to those, we have to give up
whatever was a fine balance that we may have hado
Now, I don't have any strong feeling about this
personally, but I do have a lot of feeling about what many
members of the faculty engineered in a compromise agreement here last year, and many of those people aren't
here now who were on the steering committee, Marshall
Nason's committee, particularly, and I would also like
to respond to some of Professor Cohen's remarks in
terms of the fact that when you realize the number of
faculty who want to have some representation, as I see
from my position this past year, any additional
possibile ·-representation we have on there, I think is
importart: to some areas of concern on the faculty, as
it is to the students; perhaps more so in terms of
their direct involvement on a day-to-day basiso
So I would urge that you at least keep the
faculty ratio in proportion to all others as it was before.
HF.ADY
I would like to point out that it isn't
just the faculty that was involved in the delicate balance
matter, so I am -- would reserve what my recommendation
or position would be, if we make more of a change than
is proposed in the motion before uso
CHRISTMAN
Do we assume from that that your
position is already if we defeat my amendment?
HEADY Well, if anyone is interested in my view
about that, I am willing to say that if the proposal to
add a member of the Associated Students, one member, I
would support that as a change to the recommendation
to the Regentso
Professor Cohen.
COHEN
Mr. Chairman, I am a little confused about
the talk of fine tuning for those of us that have
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participated in this thing week after week, it seems
inappropriateo
At any rate, we have already detuned your fine
tuning by administrative action. We have two faculty
alternates. These people have been incorporated into
the body of this committee in a real way. They attend
all meetings. We have let them vote in the one or two
instances where there was a vote, although it didn't make
any differenceo
So on that basis, I think you are raising spectors
that don't really exist, and I think we have got a team
working there and I ask you not to disturb us too mucho
HEADY

Further discussion on the proposed

amendment?
HOYT
I would like to ask Professor Cohen what
is the reason for having an undergraduate student on
ISRAD?
What do they have to do with ISRAD?
COHEN
student.

One reason is that we have a graduate

HOYT
Well, the graduate students presumably
have research connections with ISRAD.
COHEN
Well, I think there are -- if I can
answer it trying to speak for the undergraduates,
as unaccustomed as I am for speaking for undergraduates
one, undergraduates have something of a stake in the
character of the community action programs partly as potential
employees or actual employees of this.
Certain undergraduates who are socially motivated
have commitments to the community, quite a close interest
to the types of programs that are developed, and the
activation and operation of those programs.
In an institution that has as vague a mandate and
charter, guideposts, as ISRAD does, it's a little hard to
say that there is a major group on the campus that doesn't
have a stake. We really don't know. And I hardly think
it's inappropriate to keep out of representation the
undergraduate student body as we finally begin to seek
some guidelines and operational -- and have an operational
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impact on what goes on.
Now, for these reasons I think the undergraduate
students can have an input, and we have talked this over
with them and I think there's a voice there that really
ought to be representedo
(Calling for the question . )
HEADY
The question at this point is on Professor
Christman's proposal to change "five" to "six . " Ready to
vote on that? Those in favor of the proposal, please say
"aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is lost .
Any further discussion on the proposal made by
Professor Cohen?

DRUMMOND
HEADY

Question.
Mr. --

p OFESSOR BECKEL
There actually are undergraduates
participating in the program in the same manner as graduates .
HEADY
Any further discussion? Ready to vote?
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The
motion is carried.
Are there any further items to be brought up at
this meeting?
I brought up an item earlier, that I would -- Proposed

DARLING
HEADY
employment - -

I am sorry.

This has to do with the

DARLING
The employment policy, two meetings ago
where we changed the wording in two paragraphs listed on
page two of today's minutes where there was some , I think,
changes ma de which made it , I think, even more difficult
to employ U.N .M graduates as faculty at this institutiono
0

And I am in agreement with those two paragraphso
I didn ' t challenge any parts of those two paragraphs at
the time, because my general agreement with them.
But it was

I was moved by the discussion and debate

Revision
t6
Employment
Policy
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about certain groups that were systematically discriminated
against because of this particular policy.
I believe Professor Jones indicated that the women's
group, since they have to generally live with their
husbands and their husbands are here and they go ahead and
pursue graduate study here and then if they have to seek
employment in higher institutions, they have to go elsewhere.
I think that Professor Chavez and Professor Griego
talked about the Chicano population and the need to be
able to employ some of the Chicano graduates at this
institution to work in -- in the very real problems of
this region.
Therefore, I would like to propose the addition of
another paragraph, hopefully a temporary paragraph, that
would read as follows, and seconded, I would like to talk
to it a bit more:
· "Due to the difficulty U.J:il .M. is currently
having in recruitment of ~lack, Chicano, Indian,
and women faculty, U.N.Mo graduates who are
members of any of these previously-named groups
are exempt from the employment restrictions
stated in the two irmnediately-preceding paragraphs."
I would like to present that as a new third paragraph
to follow the two that are listedo

ARAGON
DARLING

I will secondo
Now, if I could talk for just a moment.

The policy, as it is indicated here, does indicate
that exceptions can be madeo By going through the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee and through the
administrative channels, exceptions can be made.
I worry about that for several reasons: I think
number one, the restrictions are, I think, much more
rigorous as is the process than it used to be. I think
that it would be very easy for someone to say, ''Well,
what the policy really says is 'No one' and therefore
we don't even consider any of these groups."
I know that ' s the case in some caseso

I think that

0
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then there may be another group that says, ''Well, it's
so hard to go through that. Let's really not push that
idea too far." And I am worried about those.
Then I think that unfortunately there are some that
would like to hide behind this, and say, ''Well, what it
really means is even though that's not what their intentions
are"
I think for those of us who work with the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee, we know that that committee
is reasonable and listens to specific cases. And so it's
not aimed at that particular group at all, but even if
everybody understood the reasonable nature that the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee and the other
administrative officials, you know, react to this kind of
request, I submit that, you know, the need to attract more
faculty members to get better kinds of balance as indicated
here, really should even predominate over and should be
made much more explicit in our stated policy than it
currently is.
Therefore, I would hope that I could gain considerable
support for this motion.
HFADY

DARLING
hopefullyo

Would you read the language again?
Okay.

And again, it's quite temporary,

HFADY
Well, now, you are not proposing -- you are
not proposing it as a temporary motion with your -- any
time limit?
DARLING
No, I hope it's temporary because I hope
that the balance gets rectified, but it says:
"Due to the difficulty U.. N.. M. is currently
having in the recruitment of black, Chicano, Indian,
and women faculty, U.N.M. graduates who are members
of any of these previously-named groups are exempt
from the employment restrictions stated in the
two immediately-preceding paragraphs."
That's it. The reason I said "I hope it's temporary,"
is I hope that the faculty balance would be such that all
people could fall in the category of following the restrictions
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as they are outlined hereo
HEADY
The proposed amendment has been secondedo
there debate on the amendment?

Is

Professor Tillotson.
PROFESSOR TILLOTSON
I think that an amendment like
that is a good solution to the problem, but this amendment
as it is stated worries me. If the -- for example, it is
scientifically provable, I think, there is no difficulty
in finding qualified women if people are willing to look
for them, so is this discrimination against women just
because of their situation in the job market?
The Indians and the Chicanos are people from our -they are a precious resource of New Mexico that are being
discriminated against.
Blacks are very rare right now. They are real -- the
reason we can't get blacks is there's very few of them and
we can't afford them, so the problem -- lumping all four
of these minority groups together, I think confuses several
issues. The women's problem is not -- I think it's
wrong to treat the women as -- as being victims of the same
problem~ Chicanos and the Indians are victims of, and I
think it's unfair that Chicanos and Indians, to associate
them with the blacks who are bang discriminated for in the
first place.
I would imagine that an Indian class sizes, or
Chicano, what -- I don't know about biologist, but again classism,
I think these people would be attractive in other places
and could get jobs and the problem is the Indians and
Chicanos who offer things that we can't get anywhere else
except from our own people in New Mexico.
I mean -- as usual, I am not being clear.
HEADY

Professor Griego.

GRIEGO
I think I submit to the Judeao-Christian
ethics to an extent of being against incest, whether it
be sexual or academico And that's the intent of this typing
of the provisions by which we here are tightening up of
the provisions by which we hire our own graduates. I
am in general agreement with that attitude, but I do agree
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with Professor Darling that there are some special
considerations that should be made relative to some of
the groups that have been mentionedo
I don't agree with the nature of the wording,
however, of the particu l ar amendment as it is proposed, but
we should be cognizant of the fact that let's just take
the Mexican-American population as an example: This
consideration holds for the other groups, but especially
as regards the Mexican-American population. Certainly
it is very difficult to recruit members of this group
merely because there aren't many trained academic people
from that group.
So the impact is very small. And also, we should
be aware of the fact that the University of New Mexico is
one of the few institutions in the country that regularly,
to some extent, a minimal extent, producing trained
academic personnel of Spanish or Mexican descent.
So, by being very exclusive in this regard, as
regards our own graduates, I think we might be eliminating
ourselves from a market as regards this group that is
very important market, and the potentialities of these
people bring to the university are very important.
I am sure they are recognized by everybodyo Nevertheless, I think some kind of statement, some flexibility
is called for in this regard. I think that some statement
along the lines that consideration should be given or
special consideration should be given to U.N.M. graduates
who bring maybe a special kind of expertise as regards
the unique social, : economic, et cetera, et cetera, social
view of the southwest and something couched in those
terms, rather than explicitly naming the groups as they
have been named.
I think the wording is much more flexible and I
think the intent of the wording is clear, and I am, like
I said, in favor of generally of being cautious of the
hiring of our own graduates, but I do believe there is an
inflexibility in this regard, could be disadvantageous,
and I would like to somehow insert into the policy some
measure of flexibility.
I am not sure of the particular wording that could
be used, but I think that we should be aware of these issues,
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nevertheless.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
The flexibility that he is talking about,
I think, is in the policyo We talk in all cases, in all
these policies including the one that we brought up last
year -- A.A.U.P. got very active in the nepotism policy.
The emphasis is on quality and one of our own graduates,
regardless of sex or ethnic background, that graduate should
be hired and should be paid comparable to what we have to
pay anyone else in the market and should be given
comparable recognition in this university as a member
of faculty.
There are serious problems of inbreeding, and I
think that despite the fact that I concur with what Dave
has in mind, with a seriousness of that problem, I think
there are other ways to do it.

I think to turn and say, "Well, we will hire some
of our -- some of the women PhoDo's from this school because
they were living in Albuquerque, because their husbands
work there and they should be given a job," they might
be hiring them on the wrong basis. It may not, in the
long run, be best for everybody here.
The same may be true of the ethnic qualitieso If
they are higher quality people, we shouldn't worry about
it
I think the thing we should do is go out and compete
and pay prices for the qualityo
0

I think the tack we should take is ask the administration at the next meeting, the president and vice
president and some of the deans to come back with an
affirmative program of some sort, a very deliberate
program of trying to attract anlnurture and to work through
the system, high quality women faculty, Chicano faculty,
Indian faculty, or any other group that we want to talk about.
This is what we ought to be doing instead of
opening up and saying for awhile we will hire our own
graduates, especially if they are women, blacks, Chicano
or Indian. I think it's going the wrong way and I
think the flexibility Dick is talking about is there,
but I think that there ought to be an affirmative program,
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something that you, Mro President, and your vice
president, particularly the academic vice president,
ought to think this out and come back to the faculty
with a report and some recormnendations of what you would
do to improve the balances or the imbalances in those
areas.
That's what we should be doingo
HEADY
There are some things to report, but I am
not sure this is the time to do it.
COTTRELL
HEADY

Do it next montho

It's not a matter of starting from scratch.

COTTRELL

I realize that.

HEADY
I am aware of the fact that we are well
beyond the two hours and I think I will ask at this point:
Do you want to abandon our standing rule of two hours?
Professor Schmidto
SCHMIDT
meetingo
DAVIS

I move to table this item to the next
Secondo

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that this item
be tabled until the next meetingo That is not debatable.
It is debatableo Is there debate? Ready to vote?
Those in favor of the motion to table, please say
"aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carriedo
Anyone want a division?
SCHMIDT

Move we adjourno

HEADY
It's been moved we adjourn; secondedo Those
in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." We are adjourned.
Adjournment, 5:30 porno
ectfully submitted,

~
AJ.u
-~
John No Durrie,
Secretary
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March 10, 19 72

John Durrie, University Secretary

~OM:

Sanford Cohen, Chairman, ISRAD Executive Committee

UBJECT:

Proposed Amendment of ISRAD Charter
In an action taken on Harch 9, 1972, the ISRAD Executive Committee
voted to recommend enlargement of the membership of the Executive Cormnittee
by adding one representative of the undergraduate student body. To
effectuate this action, I propose the following amendment to the Operational
Charter of the Institute for Social Research and Development with the request
that the amendment be presented to the Regents at the Regents' meeting on
March 13 , 19 72 . (A favorable action by the Regents would have to be
contingent upon a similar action by the Faculty at the Faculty meeting of
March 14, 1972) .

Proposed Amendment
The first sentence of Section II Bis hereby amended to read
as follows :
The Institute Executive Conunittee shall consist of the
Director and two Associate Directors of ISRAD, one memberat - large appointed by the President, a representative
appointed by the Gr ~duate Student Association, a representative
appointed by the Associated Students of The University of New
Mexico, and five members of the academic faculty, the latter
to include disciplinary areas most relevant to the character
of the Centers and Programs operating under ISRAD auspices .

t
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The Graduate School
CONFIDENTIAL
------------

March 13, 1972

To:

Members of the Faculty

From:

David T. Benedetti, Acting Dean, Graduate School

Subject:

Recommendations for Honorary Degrees, 1972 Commencement

At its meeting on December 9, the Graduate Committee selected the following persons
to be recommended to the Faculty for honorary degrees:
Shirley Mount Hufstedler -- Doctor of Laws CLL.D.)
France Scholes -- Doctor of Humane Letters (L.H.D.>
Ignacio Tinoco -- Doctor of Science {Sc.D.)

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - ~

~

!i!!FSTEDLER, SHIRLEY MOUNT
B.B.A. - University of New Mexico, 1945;
L.L.B. - Stanford Law School, 1949;
Law Fi rm of Beards_ley, Hufstedler and Kemble, Los Angeles, 1951-1961
Judge, Superior Court, County of Los Angeles, 1961-1966
Justice Court of Appeals, Second District, 1966-68
United States Court of Appeals for Ninth Circuit, 1968 -.§.fHOLES, FRANCE V.
B.A. - Harvard University, 1919

M.A. - Harvard University, 1921
Ph.D. - Harvard University, 1943
Unlverstty of New Mexico -

TINOCO ,
--=-

Instructor, History and Polttlcal Science, 1924
Dean of the Graduate School. 1946-1949
Academic Vice President, 1949-1956
Research Professor, History, 1956-1962
Professor Emeritus of History, June, 1962

IGNACIO, JR.
8.A. - University of New Mexico, 1951
Ph.D. - University of Wisconsin, 1954.
Post-doctoral student, Yale University, 1954-56
Guggenhelm Fellowship - 1964
A. D. Little Visiting Prof. at M.I.T., 1967
California Section Award of A.C.S., 1965
Professor of Chemistry, University of California at Berkeley, 1963 --

THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY FORUM
The Faculty Policy Committee presents the names of the following seventeen faculty candidates for membership on the University
Community Forum and moves their election to a term of office
beginning with the inaugural meeting and extending to the end of
the 1972-73 academic year.
Hubert G. Alexander (Arts & Sciences - Phil)
Garo z. Antreasian (Fine Arts - Art)
*Alonzo c. Atencio (Medicine - Biochem)
Elizabeth M. Bear (Nursing)
*Ellen H. Brow (Library)
*Diana F. Calvert (Pharmacy)
Robert D. Campbell (Arts & Sciences - Geog)
Karl Christman (Business & Administrative Sciences)
Marion M. Cottrell (Engineering - CE)
*Linda K. Estes (Education - HPER)
Richard J. Griego (Arts & Sciences - Math)
*Shyan H. Gurbaxani (Engineering - EE)
*Mary B. Harris (Education - Ed Fdns)
John L. Howarth (Arts & Sciences - Physics)
*Joel M. Jones (Arts & Sciences - Engl. and American Studies)
Hugh B. Muir (Law)
Peter Prouse (Education - Sec Ed)
The following criteria and guidelines were considered by the
Faculty Policy Committee in making the selections:
1.

Every degree-granting college having a faculty is
represented.

2.

All faculty members selected indicated a willingness
to participate.

3.

Preference was given to those faculty members who
indicated a strong desire to participate.

4.

Seven non-tenured faculty members were selected.

5.

Five women faculty members were selected.

6.

An effort was made to include minority group
representation.

*non-tenured

